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Coeur d’Alene Police – Crime Analysis 
Downtown Activity / Crime Report: Aug 19 - 31, 2015 

The types of information used to create this report include calls for service and crime reports. These records were 
reviewed and compiled based upon both how the record is related to problem activity in the downtown 
Coeur d’Alene area.   
 
The below “hot spot” maps reflect ALL calls or crimes reports – not just those referenced in this report.    
 
In that context, the purpose of this report is to provide a general overview of downtown activities in an effort 
to increase communication between businesses, residents and local law enforcement with the goal of 
improving public safety.  
 
Information on BAC (Blood Alcohol Content) as referenced in this report: 
State of Idaho BAC DUI Laws:  All drivers with a BAC .08 or higher (enhanced if BAC .20 or more) or Under 21 
years of age with a BAC of .02 or higher or Commercial Drivers with a BAC of .04 or more. 
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Wednesday, August 19, 2015 - 09:13:56 hours - 504 E FRONT AVE -  VANDALISM -  MCEUEN FIELD - Someone 
(possible juveniles) had "kicked off" about 25 sprinkler heads from the sprinkler system in McEuen Park.  Several 
of the broken pieces were found in the playground area.  Damages are estimated to be $600. #15C26821   
 
Wednesday, August 19, 2015 - 10:40:14 hours - W GARDEN AVE & NORTHWEST BLVD - DISORDERLY CONDUCT  
- Officers responded to a Disorderly incident. #CD1935569 
 
Wednesday, August 19, 2015 - 14:15:27 hours - 701 E SHERMAN AVE - UNCONSCIOUS / UNRESPONSIVE - 
Officers responded to but were unable to locate an unconscious male passed out along the side of the Zip Stop 
building. The male was described as wearing a white T-shirt and black shorts. #CD1935667 
 
Wednesday, August 19, 2015 - 14:25:26 hours - E SHERMAN AVE & NORTHWEST BLVD - TRAFFIC VIOLATION - 
Officers responded to but were unable to locate a gray sedan with Washington plates driving down the Centennial 
Trail.  #CD1935674 
 
Wednesday, August 19, 2015 - 14:28:22 hours - 504 E FRONT AVE – MCEUEN PARK - FOUND CHILD - Officers 
responded to a call of a 2 - 3 year old child found wandering in McEuen Park. The mother was eventually located. 
Apparently the child had wandered off with a friend. #CD1935675 
 
Wednesday, August 19, 2015 - 14:44:55 hours - 416 W MULLAN RD - CITY PARK – ALCOHOL OFFENSE - Male 
wearing brown Bermuda shorts and a Hawaiian baseball cap in City Park smells of alcohol. #CD1935684 
 
Wednesday, August 19, 2015 - 15:14:07 hours - 1000 W GARDEN AVE – TRESPASSING - NIC LIBRARY - Mentally ill 
Washington male at NIC Library trespassed because causing trouble.  Call indicates they have had an ongoing 
issue with this person.  #CD1935697 
 
Wednesday, August 19, 2015 - 18:54:07 hours - 1915 E SHERMAN AVE – DOMESTIC - EL RANCHO MOTEL - 
Officers arrested a 29 year old male for domestic violence after responding to a domestic violence call  (he was 
observed striking his girlfriend) at the El Rancho Motel.  After the male's arrest, the female, who was intoxicated, 
caused a disturbance at the jail (protesting her boyfriend's arrest) and eventually had to be trespassed.  The next 
time she returned to the jail, she was cited for Trespassing.  # 15C26918 
  
Thursday, August 20, 2015 - 01:38:12 hours - 407 E SHERMAN AVE - DISORDERLY CONDUCT - IRON HORSE - 
Officers responded to but were unable to locate a bald, shorter male outside the Iron Horse who was punching 
people.  The R/P stated that 2 - 3 people were bleeding. #CD1935870 
 
Thursday, August 20, 2015 - 04:54:57 hours - 504 E FRONT AVE - DISORDERLY CONDUCT - MCEUEN PARK - 
Someone was warned about being Disorderly in McEuen Park. #CD1935889 
 
Thursday, August 20, 2015 - 11:37:04 hours - 1211 E SHERMAN AVE - SUSPICIOUS PERSON/CIRCUMSTANCE - 
Officers responded to the Peterson Food parking lot for a possible drug deal call and arrested a 19 year old 
transient male on an outstanding warrant. #15C26986 
  
Thursday, August 20, 2015 - 12:57:51 hours - N 7TH ST & E SHERMAN AVE - DISORDERLY CONDUCT - Officers 
responded to a Disorderly call of a 30ish age male walking toward the Library screaming and yelling.  The Library 
didn't want him there and he left without incident. #CD1936039 
 
Thursday, August 20, 2015 - 13:42:10 hours - 504 E FRONT AVE - SUSPICIOUS PERSON/CIRCUMSTANCE  - 
MCEUEN PARK - Officers responded to a call of a Suspicious male below the hill in McEuen Park who seemed to 
be using binoculars to watch kids at the Splash Pad. The male was described as wearing a dirty gray tank top, dirty 
shoes carrying several bags, wheel chair and green sleeping bag. #CD1936075 
 
Thursday, August 20, 2015 - 14:49:00 hours - 216 E COEUR D ALENE AVE - BURGLARY AUTO - ROCKER ROOM  
-Auto Burglary near Rocker Room that occurred the previous evening.  When victim picked up car in the morning, 
she noticed her wallet was missing. #15C27027 
  
Thursday, August 20, 2015 - 15:17:41 hours - 1201 E SHERMAN AVE - DISORDERLY CONDUCT - LIQUOR STORE 
- Officers responded to but were unable to locate a bunch of people who had been hanging out in front of the 
Liquor and would not leave.  #CD1936122 
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Friday, August 21, 2015 - 01:02:58 hours - 401 E SHERMAN AVE - UNCONSCIOUS / UNRESPONSIVE - THE MOOSE 
LOUNGE - Officers responded to a call at The Moose Lounge of a male who had been drinking earlier and now was 
breathing very shallowly. The R/P also reported a female who was unconscious, but breathing and had a pulse.  
Medical was called. #CD1936287 
 
Friday, August 21, 2015 - 05:39:22 hours - 1211 E SHERMAN AVE – TRESPASSING - PETERSONS FOOD - Officers 
warned the occupants of a white that had been parked for several days in the Peterson Food parking lot (they had 
refused to move on even though they had been asked to leave). #CD1936323 
 
Friday, August 21, 2015 - 07:55:12 hours - 710 E MULLAN AVE – LOITERING - CITY HALL - Officers warned a 51 
year old transient male after responding to a call that there was a male sleeping in between City Hall and the 
Library.  This male has been contacted by law enforcement several times this summer and cited last June for a 
similar offense. #CD1936336 
 
Friday, August 21, 2015 - 12:56:45 hours - 504 E FRONT AVE - SUSPICIOUS PERSON / CIRCUMSTANCES - 
MCEUEN PARK - Officers responded to but were unable to locate a male reported to be laying on his stomach 
underneath all the toys in the park possibly taking photos of the children.  The male was described as having dark 
hair and a beard and was wearing a gray shirt and black shorts. #CD1936460 
 
Friday, August 21, 2015 - 22:05:02 hours - 118 N 7TH ST – TRESPASSING - Officers responded to an Unwanted 
Person call and warned a male in a wheelchair who was reportedly sleeping in the entrance to an office building. 
#CD1936666 
 
Saturday, August 22, 2015 - 02:59:46 hours - 313 E COEUR D ALENE LAKE DR – WELFARE CHECK - Officers 
responded to a 9-1-1 call made by an incoherent male who had disconnected the call from Dispatch. They then 
contacted an extremely intoxicated 53 year old male who told officers he did not want a taxi but wanted a ride 
home.  According to our in-house records, this male made a similar call earlier this year.  #CD1936719 
 
Saturday, August 22, 2015 - 08:40:03 hours - 1524 E SHERMAN AVE - GENERAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE -  FRESH 
START - Officers responded to a Citizen Assist call at Fresh Start where a transient male was having mental 
problems.  The male has a history of being hostile toward law enforcement. #CD1936752 
 
Saturday, August 22, 2015 - 11:25:15 hours -  N 14TH ST & E SHERMAN AVE – WELFARE CHECK - Officers 
responded to a report of a transient male in a wheelchair camped out behind a business.  The R/P wanted the 
officers to take the male to Fresh Start so he could get help. #CD1936810 
 
Saturday, August 22, 2015 - 20:01:37 hours - 1211 E SHERMAN AVE – TRESPASSING - PETERSONS FOOD - 
Officers responded and warned a male and female who parked their white RV in the Peterson Food parking lot 
even though they had been asked not to do so.  The manager reported the male and a female were yelling at him. 
They were trespassed from the area.  #CD1937002 
 
Saturday, August 22, 2015 - 21:27:51 hours - 100 E COEUR D ALENE AVE – TRAFFIC HAZARD - Officers 
responded to a call of someone set up and parked in a parking lot like it was a campground.  The occupants of the 
camper were contacted and warned.  #CD1937033 
 
Saturday, August 22, 2015 - 22:21:37 hours -  NORTHWEST BLVD & N GOVERNMENT WAY - DUI -  Officers 
arrested a 58 year old Colorado women for DUI (under influence of drugs) after a routine traffic stop (driving 
without headlights on).  The woman admitted to driving and smoking marijuana with her 32 year old son. Both 
were also charged with Possession of Drugs and Paraphernalia. #15C27322  
 
Saturday, August 22, 2015 - 23:41:36 hours - 120 N 4TH ST – ALCOHOL OFFENSE - Officers warned someone 
about Alcohol. #CD1937058 
 
Sunday, August 23, 2015 - 02:07:42 hours - N 4TH ST & E SHERMAN AVE – BATTERY - Officers responded to a 
Battery call where one male punched another male in the face. The suspect was reported to be leaving the scene, 
but then stopped in front of the Beacon. The crowd then became aggressive with the victim. All were warned. 
#CD1937076 
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Sunday, August 23, 2015 - 02:19:20 hours - N 3RD ST & E COEUR D ALENE AVE – BATTERY - Officers responded 
to a Battery call involving two males (24 & 25 yrs.) who were friends but were having a dispute (one male slept with 
the other's exgirlfriend when they were together). The offended male sucker punched his friend twice in the face.  
This case is under investigation. #15C27342 
  
Sunday, August 23, 2015 - 02:40:29 hours - 715 E SHERMAN AVE – WELFARE CHECK - ZIPS DRIVE IN - Officers 
responded to a call from a 25 year old intoxicated male who stated he need officers to respond to the Rocker Room 
because there were a lot of people there who didn't like him. At the time of the call, he was walking from Zips but 
kept Dispatchers on the lines telling them he was a "bad person" and "going to be in trouble."  The call 
disconnected with no further information available. #CD1937082 
 
Sunday, August 23, 2015 - 02:54:58 hours - N 4TH ST & E COEUR D ALENE AVE - DISORDERLY CONDUCT - 
Officers responded to a fight call at 4th & Coeur d'Alene but suspects were gone on arrival. #CD1937087 
 
Sunday, August 23, 2015 - 11:03:07 hours - 100 E COEUR D ALENE AVE – TRAFFIC HAZARD – Campers that were 
earlier talked to and were to leave "first thing in the morning." were still illegally parked.  Warned again. 
#CD1937138 
 
Sunday, August 23, 2015 - 17:55:57 hours - 416 W MULLAN RD – ALCOHOL OFFENSE - CITY PARK - Officers 
warned someone about Alcohol in the City Park. #CD1937254 
 
Monday, August 24, 2015 - 01:36:50 hours - 1920 E SHERMAN AVE – RESISTING - Officers responded to the 
Hogfish Bar for a Disorderly call involving a male who was very intoxicated and was harassing people. According 
to the bar personnel, the male was intoxicated when he entered the bar and they would only serve him water. 
Officers contacted the male in the motel parking a lot across the street from the Hogfish.  The male was agitated 
and refused to give officers his phone number or address. Several times during the conversation, the male tried to 
walk off and after trying to head butt an officer, he was taken to the ground, handcuffed and charged with 
obstructing.   #15C27433 
  
Monday, August 24, 2015 - 14:12:49 hours - N 2ND ST & E LAKESIDE AVE – WELFARE CHECK - Officers 
responded to a call of an intoxicated 50 year old male walking on 2nd Street that could barely walk and appeared 
scraped up. The male had a bike but was unable to ride it. It appears the man was staying at Harmony House. 
#CD1937477 
 
Monday, August 24, 2015 - 16:15:34 hours - 115 S 23RD ST - TRESPASSING  - ST THOMAS CEMETERY - Officers 
responded to St Thomas Cemetery where the R/P reported a group of male transients appeared to have made their 
home in the cemetery.  Officers were unable to locate the men in question. #CD1937538 
 
Monday, August 24, 2015 - 16:52:32 hours - 702 E FRONT AVE - SUSPICIOUS PERSON - CDA LIBRARY - Officers 
responded to a Suspicious Person call involving a 65 year old male who appeared to be parked near the Library 
and was taking photos of children.  Officers contact the male who showed them he was really taking photos of 
people parked in handicapped parking spots in case they were fully capable of parking in regular parking spots. 
#CD1937551 
 
Monday, August 24, 2015 - 18:24:08 hours - N 4TH ST & E SHERMAN AVE - JUVENILE PROBLEM - Officers 
responded to but were unable to locate two juvenile males who were yelling profanities from the fire escape stairs. 
#CD1937590 
 
Monday, August 24, 2015 - 20:59:11 hours - 710 E MULLAN AVE - ALCOHOL - CITY HALL - Officers responded to 
but were unable to locate a group of people who had been observed drinking on Tubbs Hill and had left driving a 
Ford Bronco. #CD1937641 
 
Monday, August 24, 2015 - 21:04:32 hours - NORTHWEST BLVD & W HUBBARD AVE – TRAFFIC HAZARD - 
HUBBARD AVE - Officers responded to but were unable to locate a light colored SUV stopped in the southbound 
lane of Northwest Blvd just North of Hubbard.  The vehicle was driven by a female and had it flashers on. 
#CD1937644 
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Tuesday, August 25, 2015 - 02:44:00 hours - 2301 E SHERMAN AVE – LOITERING -  Officers warned a male at the 
Mobile Gas Station who was reported to be "tweaking."  The male was described as wearing a blue sweatshirt and 
dark pants. #CD1937702 
 
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 - 14:16:15 hours - 1519 E SHERMAN AVE - MISSING PERSON - BUDGET SAVER MOTEL 
- Officers responded to a report of a Missing 58 year old transient woman who had moved out of the Budget Saver 
and her family was concerned about her welfare. Officers later located the female who was causing problems and 
being trespassed from a mini mart on Appleway. # 15C27634   
 
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 - 19:14:16 hours - 2018 E SHERMAN AVE - OVERDOSE -  LIGHTHOUSE MOTEL - 
Officers responded to an overdose call at the Lighthouse Motel where an 18 year old male was semi conscious and 
laying on the ground.  It was believed he had overdosed on Spice.  Medical was called. #CD1938007 
 
Wednesday, August 26, 2015 - 01:28:39 hours - N 4TH ST & E INDIANA AVE – UNCONSCIOUS - Officers responded 
to an Unconscious person call where a 22 year old male was passed out near Miks Bar. The very intoxicated male 
was initially not moving but his friend was able to get him up.  Medical was called. #CD1938099 
 
Wednesday, August 26, 2015 - 03:36:52 hours - 2301 E SHERMAN AVE - WARRANT SERVICE - BIG Y - Officers 
arrested a 46 year old Dalton Gardens male at Big Y on an outstanding warrant (Drugs, Resisting Arrest) 
#15C27709 
  
Wednesday, August 26, 2015 - 15:46:59 hours - 1200 Block E FRONT AVE - MAL INJURY - Someone tried to get into 
the R/P's backyard by kicking in the back gate. #CD1938369 
 
Wednesday, August 26, 2015 - 17:10:38 hours - S 19TH ST & E MULLAN AVE – DISORDERLY - Officers responded 
to but were unable to locate a group of people reported to be throwing items over the fence at people on the Coeur 
d'Alene Resort Golf Course. #CD1938415 
 
Wednesday, August 26, 2015 - 18:24:57 hours - 2001 E SHERMAN AVE – DISORDERLY – TEXACO - Officers 
responded to the Texaco and warned a female reported to be trying to pick fights with another female. #CD1938452 
 
Wednesday, August 26, 2015 - 19:01:31 hours - 1522 E SHERMAN AVE – DISORDERLY - JOJO'S TATTOO - 
Officers responded to a Disorderly call at JoJo Tattoo where an older female dressed in a pink shirt, jeans and 
boots was acting intoxicated while standing across the street and yelling at the tattoo shop. According to the R/P, 
this had been going on for an hour. #CD1938465 
 
Wednesday, August 26, 2015 - 20:09:55 hours - 210 E SHERMAN AVE - UNKNOWN MEDICAL- TITOS - Officers 
responded to a medical call at Titos where a young male was reported  to be unconscious, shaking and vomiting 
everywhere. The R/P stated he did not know if the male was diabetic and that he had friends on scene who thought 
he was in a seizure.  Medical was called. #CD1938480 
 
Wednesday, August 26, 2015 - 20:59:33 hours - 1200 Block E LAKESIDE AVE - WELFARE CHECK - Officers 
responded to a Welfare Check where a 60 year old female was wandering in the alley yelling and talking to herself.  
It appears the female was having mental issues but not enough to warrant a protective custody hold. She was 
escorted back to her room. #CD1938490 
 
Wednesday, August 26, 2015 - 23:32:25 hours - 700 Block N MILITARY DR - NOISE COMPLAINT - Officers 
responded to a Noise Complaint where it was reported a large, loud party was causing a "ruckus." The R/P 
reported a large group of people in the street but wasn't sure exactly which house they were coming from.  
Someone was warned.  #CD1938517 
 
Thursday, August 27, 2015 - 00:45:58 hours - 1602 E SHERMAN AVE - ALARM BUSINESS - MOON TIME - Officers 
responded to an Alarm Call at Moon Time where a 44 year old male had set off the alarm system.  Apparently he 
had “accidently” been left in the business and they had closed up. The male has an extensive criminal history and 
is known not to be friendly to law enforcement. #CD1938526 
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Thursday, August 27, 2015 - 01:04:27 hours - 406 N 4TH ST - THEFT  - Officers responded to a Theft call where a 
24 year old male bilked Miks out of a $60 bar tab.  Come to find out, he had done the same thing recently at the 
Rocker Room.  It also appears he was recently released from prison. #15C27846 
  
Thursday, August 27, 2015 - 09:03:55 hours - S 16TH ST & E FRONT AVE - PARKING PROBLEM - A resident 
reported people are camping behind Fresh Start again.  This time it was a blue and white camper parked behind 
the building, but sometimes they camp on 16th St.   #CD1938580 
 
Thursday, August 27, 2015 - 15:36:19 hours - 218 E LAKESIDE AVE - DISORDERLY - Officers responded to a 
Disorderly call where a bald male dressed in only a pair of gray shorts and glasses was acting strange in front of a 
bank (talking to himself and being belligerent). #CD1938734 
 
Thursday, August 27, 2015 - 21:33:19 hours - 401 E SHERMAN AVE - DISORDERLY  - THE MOOSE  - Officers 
responded and warned two males who were acting "rambunctious"  behind The Moose. The R/P reported the 
males were intoxicated, asked to leave but would not comply.  Officers warned them and it appears a taxi was 
called to facilitate their departure. #CD1938858 
 
Friday, August 28, 2015 - 00:34:31 hours - 407 E SHERMAN AVE – DRUGS - IRON HORSE - Officers responded to 
but were unable to locate a group of "shady" males behind the Iron Horse who appeared to be dealing drugs. They 
were reported to be driving a silver Audi GT with Idaho plates. #CD1938894 
 
Friday, August 28, 2015 - 04:11:40 hours - N HUBBARD AVE & W RIVER AVE – DUI - Officers responded to but were 
unable to locate a highly intoxicated male who crashed his bike.  According to the R/P, a friend of the male (who 
was also intoxicated) picked the male up and they left driving a small dark colored four door vehicle toward 
Northwest Blvd. #CD1938912 
 
Friday, August 28, 2015 - 06:32:45 hours - 105 N 1ST ST – SUSPICIOUS - Officers responded to but were unable to 
locate a male who was observed cornering a female and asking her for money.  The male was described as 
having gray hair and wearing Khaki pants. #CD1938917 
 
Friday, August 28, 2015 - 11:53:50 hours - 117 S 4TH ST – SUSPICIOUS - Officers warned a suspicious male 
reported to be loitering at the Earthly Beauty Bar. #CD1939031 
 
Friday, August 28, 2015 - 14:45:40 hours - 2009 E SHERMAN AVE – HARASSMENT - Officers warned a female who 
called in to DIspatch cursing and yelling someone was harassing her. The female was uncooperative with the 
dispatcher but a little more courteous with the officers.  It appears this was a family related matter. #CD1939113 
 
Friday, August 28, 2015 - 16:49:39 hours - 504 E FRONT AVE - GRAFFITI - MCEUEN PARK - Officers responded to 
and investigated a Graffiti case where someone spray painted "King," "EST" and a crown on the walls of the 
McEuen Parking Facility. This case is currently under investigation by School Resource Officers.  #15C28083  
 
Saturday, August 29, 2015 - 00:11:28 hours - NORTHWEST BLVD & N GOVERNMENT WAY - TRAFFIC OFFENSE - 
Officers responded to but were unable to locate a silver SUV that almost hit the R/P's vehicle in intersection. 
#CD1939313 
 
Saturday, August 29, 2015 - 00:11:57 hours -  NORTHWEST BLVD & E SHERMAN AVE - TRAFFIC HAZARD - 
Officers responded to a traffic call where a vehicle almost ran over a pedestrian.  The vehicle and driver were 
tracked down on Ramsey Road and a 26 year old Kellogg male was arrested on DUI charges.  The male refused to 
take a breath test stating he would rather pay the fine and take his chances in court. He was arrested and taken to 
jail. #15C28122  
 
Saturday, August 29, 2015 - 00:18:22 hours - 324 W GARDEN AVE – DISORDERLY - KOOTENAI CO COURT 
HOUSE  - Officers warned a male who was reportedly "incredibly intoxicated" and hanging out in the judges 
parking area near the court house. #CD1939320 
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Saturday, August 29, 2015 - 01:25:45 hours - 1503 E MULLAN AVE - NOISE COMPLAINT - Officers responded to 
but were unable to locate a loud party where the R/P reported a male was urinating off the porch. According to the 
reporting party, they were all intoxicated, had open containers and left driving a black Scion. #CD1939339 
 
Saturday, August 29, 2015 - 12:07:57 hours -  1201 E SHERMAN AVE - UNWANTED PERSON - Officers responded 
to an Unwanted Person call at Peterson Food involving a problem transient male (has been trespassed from seven 
businesses this summer alone). According to the R/P, they had asked the male to leave the liquor store but  he 
responded by getting in the R/P's face. The male was warned and trespassed. #CD1939459 
 
Saturday, August 29, 2015 - 19:00:56 hours - 1207 E SHERMAN AVE – DISORDERLY - LEAN BEAN - Officers 
warned and trespassed the same male from the previous incident after he was reported to be harassing a female 
working at the Lean Bean.  The female reported the male was intoxicated and making threat. #CD1939623 
 
Saturday, August 29, 2015 - 23:09:32 hours - 105 NORTHWEST BLVD – SUSPICIOUS - INDEPENDENCE POINT - 
Officers responded to but were unable to locate a Suspicious male reported to be hunched over a Sea Plane by 
Independence Pt. According to the R/P, the male appeared to be messing with the lock on the plane. #CD1939718 
 
Sunday, August 30, 2015 - 02:37:03 hours - 320 E SHERMAN AVE - MISSING PERSON - PITA PIT - Officers 
responded to a Missing Person report where a 29 year old female disappeared while partying with her friends.  
The R/P indicated the group had been looking for her for a couple of hours. The female was described as 5'4 with 
long blonde hair, a medium curvy build and wearing a cocktail dress. #CD1939748 
 
Sunday, August 30, 2015 - 14:15:37 hours - 504 E FRONT AVE – THEFT - MCEUEN FIELD - A male reported another 
male took his decoy deer while they were parked at McEuen Park. #CD1939861 
 
Sunday, August 30, 2015 - 22:54:14 hours - 216 E COEUR D ALENE AVE – DISORDERLY - THE ROCKER ROOM - 
Officers responded to the Rocker Room where a male was reported to be Disorderly and causing the bartender 
problems.  The male was descripted as wearing a red, white and blue hat, white shirt, blue shorts and red shoes. 
Dispatchers could hear the male yelling in the background. It appears he ran off down 4th Street. No report was 
taken on this incident; however, it does appear the same male was arrested a few hours later for DUI at Ramsey & 
Appleway (BAC = .209). #CD1940001 
 
Sunday, August 30, 2015 - 23:23:32 hours - 219 E COEUR D ALENE LAKE DR – DISORDERLY - HOLIDAY MOTEL  
- Officers warned a male who was reportedly bothering a female at the Holiday Motel.  According to the female, 
the male keeps knocking at her door late at night when her husband is at work (says they are parked in his spot). 
#CD1940002 
 
Monday, August 31, 2015 - 10:19:21 hours – 1504 E LAKESIDE AVE – DISTURBANCE - BUDGET SAVER MOTEL - 
Officers responded to a Disturbance at the Budget Saver Motel where the R/P reported a homeless male by the 
Exxon dumpsters was causing problems screaming at himself, saying he is going to kill people and that he used 
to work for the mafia, and swearing loudly.  The male was described as balding with dark hair wearing a heavy 
brown jacket. This is the same male trespassed from two businesses a couple of days prior. #CD1940065 


